[The gel centrifugation test: comparison of antibody identification at 37 degrees C with antibody identification at room temperature].
The indirect antiglobulin test (antibody screening) (IAT) using the 'DiaMed-ID Micro Typing System' (ID system) was performed in two different ways: (1) incubation (Liss/Coombs version) at room temperature (RT) and (2) incubation (also Liss/Coombs version) at 37 degrees C. 106 antibody-containing sera were tested by IAT at RT and at 37 degrees C. The comparison of the results showed a high correlation between both methods: 49 of 106 antibodies were positive in the IAT at both RT and 37 degrees C, 51 antibodies were negative at both temperatures. Five antibodies were identified only in IAT performed at RT. 1/106 antibodies of the specificity anti-D (Rh prophylaxis) was not detected in the antibody screening at RT and in the conventional tube test. The antibody screening at RT using the ID System could be performed simultaneously with AB0 blood group typing without losing sensitivity and specificity. The modification of IAT using the ID System is more sensitive than the conventional tube test.